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Like autumn-red ivy, lushly leafed vines of flame crawled up the house. The porch under them was ablaze, as well. Shingles smoldered beneath
their feet, and flames ringed the roof on which they stood..In the crisis, the rack holding her oxygen bottle had been rolled to the bed. The breathing
mask lay on the pillow beside her..He tucked his left arm tight against his side and threw himself against the door. The obstructing furniture was
heavy, but it moved an inch. If it would give one inch, it would give two, so it wasn't immovable, and he was already as good as in there..But on
March 23, 1966, after a bad date with Frieda Bliss, who collected paintings by Jack Lientery, an important new artist, Junior had an experience that
rocked him, added significance to the episode in the diner, and made him wish he hadn't donated his pistol to the police project that melted guns
into switchblades.."But in 'This Momentous Day,' Bartholomew is just the disciple, the historical figure, and he's also a metaphor for the
unforeseen consequences of even our most ordinary actions.".She was not going to be as forthright with Barty as she had insisted that Joshua Nunn
be with her, in part because she was too shaken to risk forthrightness.."Even in an infinite number of worlds," Wally objected, "there's no place I
was that stupid.".Edom complied, and in the arc of red Bicycle patterns, one card revealed too much white comer, because it was the only one face
up..Soon paramedics followed the police, who spread out through the apartment, and Junior relinquished his grip on the dishtowel..Fourth and last,
he was surprised that Kickmule was a legitimate surname. This information wasn't of immediate importance to him, but if ever his Gammoner and
Pinchbeck identities were compromised and he required false ID in a new name, he would call himself Eric Kickmule. Or possibly Wolfgang
Kickmule. That sounded really tough. No one would mess with a man named Kickmule..The moment he had seen the building in which Nolly
maintained an office-an aged three-story brick structure in the North Beach district, a seedy strip club occupying the ground floor-Junior knew he'd
found the breed of snoop he needed. The detective was at the top of six flights of narrow stairs-no elevator-at the end of a dreary hallway with worn
linoleum and with walls mottled by stains of an origin best left unconsidered. The air smelled of cheap disinfectant, stale cigarette smoke, stale
beer, and dead hopes..She damaged more of Joey's things than her own solely because he was such a big, dear giant, which made it easier to believe
that he was constantly bursting out of his clothes..While Jacob ate, he browsed through a new coffee-table book on dam disasters. He talked more
to himself than to Barty and Angel, as he spot-read the text and looked at pictures. "Oh, my," he would say in sonorous tones. Or sadly, sadly: "Oh,
the horror of it." Or with indignation: "Criminal. Criminal that it was built so poorly." Sometimes he clucked his tongue in his cheek or sighed or
groaned in commiseration..Tom himself had decided to build a new life here, as well, assisting Agnes with her ever-expanding work. He was not
yet sure whether this would include the rededication to his vows and a return to the Roman collar, or whether he would spend the rest of his days in
civvies. He was delaying that decision until the Cain case was resolved..At the head of the line, Paul waved a red handkerchief out of the window
of the station wagon..In the kitchen were a radio, a toaster, a coffeepot, two place settings of cheap flatware, a small mismatched collection of
thrift-shop plates and bowls and mugs, and a freezer full of TV dinners and English muffins..The floor of the spacious bathroom featured beige
marble tiles with diamond-shaped inlays of black granite. The countertop and the shower stall were fabricated from matching marble, and the same
marble was employed in the wainscoting..In this case, he was sure that vanity was not a fault, not the result of a swollen ego, but merely healthy
self-esteem. That he was irresistible to women wasn't simply his biased opinion, but an observable and undeniable fact, like gravity or the order in
which the planets revolved t around the sun.."I know how to build boats, how to sail boats.".By the time they reached the seventh painting, alcohol
and rich French cuisine and Jack Lientery's powerful art combined to devastate Frieda. She shuddered, leaned with one hand on a canvas, hung her
head, and committed an act of bad PR..Fifteen feet separated them, with guests intervening. Yet this stranger's attention could have felt no more
disturbingly intense to Junior if they had been alone in the room and but a foot apart..In the front wall of the living room, where once had been a
fine bay window, the parsonage lay open to the sunny day. Tom shrubbery, carried in from outside, marked the path of destruction. In the very
middle of the room, plowed against a toppled sofa and a thick drift of broken furniture, a battered red Pontiac sagged to the left on broken springs
and blown tires. A portion of the crazed windshield quivered and collapsed inward, while plumes of steam hissed from under the buckled hood..On
the back of the watch case, however, were the incriminating words of a commemorative engraving: To Eenie/Love/Tammy Bean..Her hands shook
as she counted out the fare and the tip from her wallet. "I'm scared sick. Maybe you should just take me right back home.".Junior knew that he must
remain vigilant. Vigilant and focused until January 12 had come and gone. Eight days to go..Junior's agony might have made him howl like a
cankered dog or might even have dropped him to his knees if he hadn't used the pain to fuel his anger. His knobby countenance was so sensitive
that the light breeze flailed his skin as cruelly as if it had been a barbed lash. Empowered by rage even more beautiful than his countenance was
monstrous, he crossed the parking lot, looking through car windows in the hope of seeing keys dangling from an ignition.."Cash," Junior said. "I'll
pay cash, with whatever amount of deposit is required.".The paramedic snatched the oxygen feed from his patient's nose and quickly elevated his
head, providing a purge towel to catch the thin ejecta..With every step through the long night walk, Paul had considered what he would say, must
say, if this encounter ever took place. Now all his practiced words deserted him..These kids were the same age, yet listening to them was akin to
hearing Angel do her charming shtick with an adult who had a lot of patience, a sense of humor, and an awareness of generational ironies..The poor
girl's blood pressure soared in spite of the medication. She suffered a violent seizure,.Paul checked the back of the Suburban, since he fancied
himself the wagonmaster. He wanted to be sure that the goods were loaded in such a way that they were unlikely to slide or be damaged. "Packed
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tight. Looks just fine," he declared, and closed the tailgate door..Shivering, Junior slammed the trunk lid and warily surveyed the lonely landscape.
Black pines spread bristled arms through the charry night, and the moon cast down a jaundiced light that seemed to obscure more than it
illuminated..The white Buick glided through the tides of fog like a ghost ship plying a ghost sea.."September 27, 1962. Barcelona, Spain. A flood
killed four hundred forty-five people.".Mrs. Cain's little boy felt small, weak, sorry for himself, and terribly alone. The detective was still here, but
his presence only aggravated Junior's sense of isolation..evening. She brought her daughters, seven-year-old Bonita and six year-old Francesca,
who came with their newest Barbie dolls-Color Magic Barbie, the Barbie Beautiful Blues Gift Set, Barbie's friends."July 6, 1944, in Hartford,
Connecticut, a fire broke out in the great tent of the Ringling Brothers and Barnum and Bailey Circus at two-forty in the afternoon, while six
thousand patrons watched the Wallendas, a world-famous high-wire troupe, ascend to begin their act. By three o'clock, the fire burned out,
following the collapse of the flaming tent, leaving one hundred sixty-eight dead. Another five hundred people were badly injured, but one thousand
circus animals-including forty lions and forty elephants-were not harmed.".Maintaining a brutal strangling pressure, Junior turned his head aside, to
protect his eyes. He kneed Neddy in the crotch, crunching the remaining fight out of him..At home, after phoning her folks, Celestina made a ham
sandwich. She ate a quarter of it. Then two bites of a chocolate croissant. One spoonful of butter pecan ice cream. Everything was without taste,
more bland than Phimie's hospital food, and it cloyed in her throat..Then from San Francisco International, through the fog-shrouded streets of the
night city, to St. Mary's, to Room 724. And to the discovery that Phimie's blood pressure was so high-210 over 126-that she was in a hypertensive
crisis, at risk of a stroke, renal failure, and other life-threatening complications..Waking from a bad dream, he sometimes thought he heard the
ratcheting of gear-wheel feet. The scrape and creak of rusted iron joints. The clink of rake-tine fingers rattling against one another..Junior didn't
slow as he passed the house, but circled the block and drove by the place again..He smiled ruefully. "Might be ready for a wedding by then, but not
a honeymoon.".Instead, he encountered an elderly woman getting out of a red Pontiac with a fox tail tied to the radio antenna. A quick glance
around confirmed that they were unobserved, so he clubbed her on the back of the head with the butt of his 9-mm pistol..Among these people was
an old man whom they called, among themselves, the Changer. He showed Otter a few spells of illusion; and when the boy was fifteen or so, the
old man took him out into the fields by Serrenen to show him the one spell of true change he knew. "First let's see you turn that bush into the
seeming of a tree," he said, and promptly Otter did so. Illusion came so easy to the boy that the old man took alarm. Otter had to beg and wheedle
him for any further teaching and finally to promise him, swearing on his own true and secret name, that if he learned the Changer's great spell he
would never use it but to save a life, his own or another's.."No, no, dear. It was little Muffin, from next door. A big dog certainly would have torn
up both you and the pants. We've got to have a credible story.".The musician's eyes met Junior's for an instant, widening with surprise. Obviously
he knew that Gammoner was a lie. So he must be aware of Junior's real identity..Meanwhile, he became an accomplished meditator. Guided by
Bob Chicane, Junior progressed from concentrative meditation with seed the mental image of a bowling pin-to meditation without seed. This
advanced form is far more difficult, because nothing is visualized, and the purpose is to concentrate on making the mind utterly blank..Vanadium
was surely unaware of any connection between Junior and Seraphim White. And now the girl could never talk..Finally he switched on the light, and
illuminated Neddy at ease, silent in death as never in life: lying on his back, head turned to the right, swollen tongue lolling obscenely..The man's
voice echoed hollowly in Junior's ears, as if coming from the far end of a tunnel. Or from the terminus of a death-row hallway, on the long walk
between the last meal and the execution chamber.."Those were Rowena's affectionate names for the boys when they were babies. Her private
nonsense names for them, because she said they were like two beautiful little elves and ought to have elfin names.".Because drugs foil all efforts at
self-improvement, Junior had no use for the cocaine and acid. He didn't dare sell them to recover his money; even five thousand dollars wasn't
worth risking arrest. Instead, he gave the pharmaceuticals to a group of young boys playing basketball in a schoolyard, and wished them a Merry
Christmas. The twenty-fourth of December began with rain, but the storm moved south soon after dawn. Sunshine tinseled the city, and the streets
filled with last-minute holiday shoppers..Kaitlin had the piercing voice and talent for vituperation that marked her as a member of the Hackachak
tribe, but for now she was content to leave the vocal assault to her parents. The stare with which she drilled Junior, however, if brought to bear on a
promising geological formation, would core the earth and strike oil in minutes..He repressed the scream, however, because he sensed that if he gave
voice to it, he wouldn't be able to silence himself for a long long time..The driver shook his head. "I knew everything anyone would need to know
about you when I heard you ask your kid what would happen if the stupid boogeyman showed up in her dream.".For a moment," Lipscomb
continued, "her voice became clear, no longer slurred. She raised her head from the pillow, and her eyes fixed on me, all the confusion gone. She
was so ... intense. She said ... she said, 'Rowena loves you.'.Celestina had wanted to go to Oregon for the service, but Tom, Max Bellini, the Spruce
Hills police, and Wally Lipscomb-to whom, by Sunday, she'd begun talking almost hourly on the telephone-all advised strenuously against making
the trip. A man as crazed and as reckless as Enoch Cain, expecting to find her at the funeral home or the cemetery, might not be deterred by a
police guard, no matter what its size..After a little silence Otter said, "Thanks." And he looked up at Hound, one brief, questioning, judging
glance..The custom-fitted gold-link band of the wristwatch closed with a clasp that, when released, allowed the watch to slip over the hand with
ease. Junior knew at once that the clasp had come undone when his arm tangled in the belt of Neddy's raincoat. The corpse had torn loose and
tumbled into the Dumpster, taking Junior's watch with it..To her mother, Celestina said, "What did you mean when you said you'd heard all about
Barty here?".Now her mooring was Wally Lipscomb-obstetrician, pediatrician, landlord, and best friend--who arrived halfway through the
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reception. As she listened to Helen Greenbaum's sales report, Celestina held Wally's hand so tightly that had it been a plastic champagne flute, it
would have cracked..When Renee, sweetly oblivious of her looming doom, claimed to have inherited a sizable industrial-valve fortune, Junior
thought she might be inventing the wealth or at least exaggerating to make herself more desirable. But when he accompanied her back to her place,
he discovered a level of luxury that proved she wasn't a shop girl with fantasies..Shortly after nine-thirty in the morning, they landed in Eugene,
and the cab driver who conveyed Junior to the town's largest shopping center spent more time staring at his afflicted passenger in the rearview
mirror than he did watching the road. Junior got out of the taxi and paid through the driver's open window. The cabbie didn't even wait for his
fiery-faced fare to turn completely away before he crossed himself..He doubted that the singer had been Victoria Bressler, dead nurse, but he
believed this was the same voice he'd heard on the telephone, back on the twenty-fifth of June, when someone purporting to be Victoria had called
with an urgent warning for Bartholomew..His attention, as morbid as a circling vulture, settled upon the pianist's right hand. The left was open,
palm down. But the right was crumpled shut, palm up..Instead, her father asked, "Is this emotion talking, Celie, or is this brain as much as
heart?".Naomi's beautiful countenance rose in his mind, and she looked beautific for a moment, but then he thought he saw a certain slyness in her
angelic smile, a disturbing glint of calculation in her once loving eyes..From San Francisco south to Orange County Airport on a crowded
commuter flight, then farther south along the coast by rental car, Paul Damascus brought Grace, Celestina, and Angel to the Lampion house.
"Before we go to my place, there's someone I very much want you to meet. She's not expecting us, but I'm sure it'll be okay.".As it turned out,
Seraphim was a virgin. This thrilled Junior. He was inflamed also by the thought of ravishing her in her parents' house ... an by the kinky fact that
their house was a parsonage..When Frieda finished retching and passed out in a heap, Junior left her on the floor and immediately set out to explore
her rooms..On that busy night, with Vanadium's corpse in the Studebaker and Victoria's cadaver awaiting a fiery disposal at her house, Junior was
too distracted to recognize the pertinence of the message. Now it tormented him from a dark nook in his subconscious.."Well, you ought to be,"
Grace said, taking her pies out to the Suburban that Wally had bought solely for this enterprise..As Edom crossed the threshold, moving outside to
the landing at the top of the stairs, Jacob followed, proselytizing for his faith: "Christmas Eve, 1940, St. Anselmo's Orphanage, San Francisco.
Josef Krepp killed eleven boys, ages six through eleven, murdering them in their sleep and cutting a different trophy from each-an eye here, a
tongue there.".Junior had the picture now. Clear as Kodachrome. Victoria was in a relationship, and she had come on to him in the hospital not
because she was looking for more action, but because she was a tease. One of those women who thought it was funny to get a man's juices up and
then leave him stewing in them..Barty read aloud as Agnes drove, because she'd enjoyed the novel only from page 104. He wanted to share with
her the exploits of Jim and Frank and their Martian companion, Willis.."Maybe." In truth, Tom didn't believe that any of this could be learned even
by one adept taking instruction from another adept. They were born with the same special perception, but with different and strictly limited abilities
to interact with the multiplicity of worlds that they could detect. He wasn't able to explain even to himself how he could send a coin or other small
object Elsewhere; it was something he just felt, and each time that the coin vanished, the authenticity of the feeling was proved. He suspected that
when Barty walked where the rain wasn't, the boy employed no conscious techniques; he simply decided to walk in a dry world while otherwise
remaining in this wet one-and then he did. Woefully incomplete wizards, sorcerers with just a trick or two each, they had no secret tome of
enchantments and spells to teach to an apprentice..The decision had already been made that Grace would move in with Celestina and
then-following the wedding-with Celestina and Wally. In Spruce Hills, she had dear friends whom she would miss, but there was nothing else in
Oregon to draw her back, other than the narrow plot beside Harrison, where she expected eventually to be buried. The parsonage fire had destroyed
all her personal effects and every family treasure from Celestina's grade-school spelling-bee medals to the last precious photograph. She wanted
only to be close to her one remaining daughter and her granddaughter, to be part of the new life that they would build with Wally Lipscomb..As a
homicide detective, Vanadium had a career-spanning ninety eight percent closure-and-conviction record on the cases he handled. Once convinced
he had found the guilty party, he didn't rely solely on solid police work. He augmented the usual investigative procedures and techniques with his
own brand of psychological warfare-sometimes subtle, sometimes not-which frequently encouraged the perpetrator to make mistakes that convicted
him..This momentous day. In every ending, new beginnings. But, thank God, no ending here..Jacob Isaacson--twin brother of Edom-knew nothing
negative about Panglo, but he didn't trust him. If the mortician had been caught prying gold teeth from the dead and carving satanic symbols in their
buttocks, Jacob would have said, "It figures." If Panglo had saved bottles of infected blood from diseased cadavers, and if one day he ran through
town, splashing it in the faces of unsuspecting citizens, Jacob would not have raisers one eyebrow in surprise..He closed his eyes again and seemed
asleep, but then as she clicked off the lamp, he murmured, "You have your halo again.".She approached the kitchen table and swept her hand across
it, to emphasize its emptiness.."Well, we have earthquakes here," Jolene said, "but back east they have all those hurricanes.".After examining
Phimie, who was nauseous, Daines prescribed an anticonvulsant, an antiemetic, and a sedative, all intravenously..He was no longer hopeful that
they could have a future together. After sampling the Junior Cain thrill machine, Celestina would want more, as women always did, but the time for
a meaningful romance had now passed. For all the anguish he'd been put through, however, he deserved the consolation of her sweet body at least
once. A little compensation. Payback..Your deeds ... will return to you, magnified beyond imagining ... the spirit of Bartholomew ... will find you
... and mete out the terrible judgment that you deserve..He exploded off Renee with the velocity of high-powered rifle fire. Stunned, disgusted,
humiliated, he backed away from the chaise lounge, spluttering, wiping at his mouth, cursing..Tom said, "Now I'm going to add a human touch and
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a spiritual spin to all this. When each of us comes to a point where he has to make a significant moral decision affecting the development of his
character and the lives of others, and each time he makes the less wise choice, that's where I myself believe a new world splits off. When I make an
immoral or just a foolish choice, another world is created in which I did the right thing, and in that world, I am redeemed for a while, given a
chance to become a better version of the Tom Vanadium who lives on in the other world of the wrong choice. There are so many worlds with
imperfect Tom Vanadiums, but always someplace ... someplace I'm moving steadily toward a state of grace.".He could recall clearly when he had
known that he would marry her: during his first year of college, when he'd returned home for the Christmas break. Away at school, he had missed
her every day, and the moment that he saw her again, an abiding tension left him, and he felt at peace for the first time in months.."I can do this
with just a very little Novocain," she said, "so your mouth won't be numb for dinner.".His severed toe lay across the room, on the white tile floor. It
stuck up stiffly, nail gleaming, as if the floor were snow and the toe were the only exposed extremity of a body buried in a drift..Martinis were
ordered all around. None here observed a vow of absolute sobriety..When Nolly sighed and frowned, his lumpish face seemed in danger of sliding
off his skull, like oatmeal oozing off a spoon. "Mr. Cain, much as I regret it, I'm afraid I'm going to have to return half of the retainer you gave
me.".If the directory proved to be of no help, Junior would proceed next to the registry office at the county courthouse, to review the records of
births going back to the turn of the century if necessary. Bartholomew, of course, might not have been born in the county, might have moved here
as a child or an adult. If he owned property, he'd show up on the register of deeds. Whether a landowner or not, if he did his civic duty every two
years, he would appear on the voter rolls.."I was twenty-three. At St. Anselmo's I was the prefect of one dormitory floor. The floor on which all the
murders occurred. After that ... I decided maybe I could better protect the innocent if I were a cop. For a while, the law gave me more to hold on to
than faith did.".This show was hopeless, disastrous, stupid, foolish, painful, lovely, wonderful, glorious, sweet..Maria's face gathered into a frown,
like a piece of brown cloth cinched by a series of whipstitches. "Six lessons.".He wasn't entirely sure what all he hoped to find. Perhaps an
envelope or a cash box with folding money, which a fleeing murderer would surely pause to take with him. Suspicions might be raised if he left it
behind. Perhaps a savings-account passbook..He continued until four aces of hearts and four aces of diamonds were on the table in front of him.
These eight draws he had prepared, and this effect was his intention.."Maybe," said Angel. "Or maybe to The Monkees ... or maybe to where you
didn't get run down by the rhinosharush.".Nolly finally disturbed the quiet: "Well, sir ... you're quite a psychologist.".Paul shook his head. "Oh, no.
People look at our marriage, and they think I gave up so much, but I got back a lot more than I gave.".After carefully wiping her fingers on a paper
napkin, Maria examined the garments with interest. She carried her living as the seamstress at Bright Beach Dry Cleaners. At the sight of each rent,
popped button, and split seam she clucked her tongue..He couldn't remember on what principle he'd considered firing Magusson. In spite of his
faults, the attorney was highly competent..Not a word of that would come to Paul, but his frustrating speechlessness might have been for the best.
From everything he knew about this hero, such effusive praise would embarrass him..Saturday and Sunday, between. sessions with the directory,
Junior cruised around the county on a series of pleasure drives-testing the theory that the maniac cop was no longer following him. Apparently,
Simon Magusson was correct: The case had been closed..Indeed, subconsciously, she had known that Nella was gone since receiving the call at
4:15 this morning. When the old woman had finished what she needed to say, the silence on the line had been eerily perfect, without one crackle of
static or electronic murmur, unlike anything Celestina had ever heard on a telephone before..She refused to look at him, the way her mother had
refused to look at him when he'd been making love to her in the parsonage. She began twisting a red pencil in a handheld sharpener, making sure
that the shavings fell into a can kept for that purpose. "I saw it here.".Eventually, he settled on a mental image of a bowling pin as his "seed." This
was a smooth, elegantly shaped object that invited languorous contemplation, but it did not tease his libido..He turned the knob. The door eased
inward, but he pushed it open only a fraction of an inch..Curiously, reciting these facts usually calmed him, as though speaking of disaster would
ward it off. Since Friday, however, he had found no comfort in his usual routines..Candle flames blurred into bright smears, and the faces of her
good parents shimmered like the half-seen countenances of angels in dreams..This surprised him. Of course, Oregon was not the Deep South. It
was a progressive state. Nevertheless, he was surprised. Oregon wasn't home to many Negroes, either, a handful compared to those in other states,
and yet until now Junior supposed that they had their own cemeteries..Agnes discovered that watching her child be totally consumed by a new
enthusiasm was an unparalleled delight. Through Barty, she had a tantalizing sense of what her own childhood might have been like if her father
had allowed her to have one, and at times, listening to the boy exclaim about the space-faring Stone family or about the mysteries of Mars, she
discovered that at least some part of a child still lived within her, untouched by either cruelty or time..If Junior were weak-minded enough to
succumb to madness, this was the moment when he should have fallen into an abyss of insanity. He heard an internal cracking, felt a terrible
splintering in his mind, but he held himself together with sheer willpower, remembering to breathe slowly and deeply..Crossing Spruce Hills with
John, Paul, George, Ringo, and dead Thomas, Junior headed back toward Victoria's place, where Sinatra was no longer singing..His instructor, Bob
Chicane-who visited twice a week for an hour-advised him to imagine a perfect fruit as the object of his meditation. An apple, a grape, an orange,
whatever..Forward, under the spreading black branches of the massive tree, receiving continuous green-tongued murmurs of encouragement from
the breeze-stirred leaves, Barty was Barty, determined and undaunted..From Sparky, Tom Vanadium had borrowed a master key with which he
could open the door to Cain's apartment, but he preferred not to employ it as long as he could enter by a back route. The less often he used the halls
that were frequented by residents, the more likely he would be able to keep his flesh-and-blood presence a secret from Cain and sustain his ghostly
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reputation. If too many tenants got a look at his memorable face, he would become a topic of discussion among neighbors, and the wife killer might
tumble to the truth.
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King Donald
The Presidential Dickerbook
My Jiffies Narration of Moments Unadulterated and Unpackaged
Reproduction in Buffalo Natural and Assisted Reproductive Techniques
Super Clean Super Foods Power Up Your Plate Boost Your Health 90 Nutritious Foods 250 Easy Ways to En
22
The Fires of Orc
The 78-Storey Treehouse
Second Chances Love in Juniper Ridge
A Strangers Whisper
Bad Wedding
Grapes of Death A River Bend Vineyard Mystery
Mickey and the Roadster Racers Race for the Rigatoni Ribbon
Friedrich Prellers Odyssee-Landschaften
Kant Und Fries - Die Anthropologische Auffassung Der Kritik Der Vernunft
Tage Und Nachte - Gedichte
Uber Die Teile in Welche Die Lothringer Geste Sich Zerlegen Lasst
Into Her Fantasies
Die Gedichte Des Horaz
Ammianus Marcellinus Und Die Eigenart Seines Geschichtswerkes
Unertraglich Lustspiel in Einem Akt
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Der Geschichtsunterricht in Der Schule
Sprachliche Reimuntersuchung
Uber Das Gemeinrechtliche Prinzip Der Regulirung Der Beweislast
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